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1. INTRODUCTION
Lambda theories are equational extensions of the untyped lambda calculus that
are closed under derivation. They arise by syntactical considerations, a lambda
theory may correspond to a possible operational (observational) semantics of
the lambda calculus, as well as by semantic ones, a lambda theory may be
induced by a model of lambda calculus through the kernel congruence relation
of the interpretation function (see, e.g., Abramsky and Ong [1993], Barendregt
[1984], and Berline [2000]). Since the lattice of the lambda theories is a very rich
and complex structure, syntactical techniques are usually difficult to use in the
study of lambda theories. Therefore, semantic methods have been extensively
investigated.
Computational motivations and intuitions justify Scott’s view of models
as partially ordered sets with a least element and of computable functions
as monotonic functions over these sets. After Scott, mathematical models of
the lambda calculus in various categories of domains (see, e.g., Abramsky
[1991]) were classified into semantics according to the nature of their repre-
sentable functions (see, e.g., Barendregt [1984], Berline [2000], and Plotkin
[1993]). Scott’s continuous semantics [Scott 1972] is given in the category
whose objects are complete partial orders and morphisms are Scott contin-
uous functions. The stable semantics [Berry 1978] and the recent strongly
stable semantics [Bucciarelli and Ehrhard 1991] are strengthenings of the
continuous semantics. The stable semantics is given in the category of DI-
domains with stable functions as morphisms, while the strongly stable one
in the category of DI-domains with coherence, and strongly stable functions
as morphisms. All these semantics are structurally and equationally rich in
the sense that it is possible to build up 2@0 models in each of them induc-
ing pairwise distinct lambda theories (see Kerth [1998, 2001]). The problem
of the equational richness is related to the problem of the equational com-
pleteness/incompleteness of a semantics: is the set of lambda theories induced
by these semantics equal or strictly included within the set of all lambda
theories?
The first incompleteness result was obtained by Honsell and Ronchi della
Rocca [1992] for the continuous semantics. They proved, via a hard syntactical
proof, that there exists a lambda theory which cannot be the theory of a continu-
ous model. Following a similar method, Gouy [1995] proved the incompleteness
of the stable semantics with a much harder syntactical proof. Semantic and
more simple proofs of incompleteness for the continuous and stable semantics
can be found in Bastonero and Gouy [1999]. Bastonero [1998] provides an in-
completeness result for the hypercoherence subsetting of the strongly stable
semantics.
In this article, we introduce a new technique to prove in a uniform way
the incompleteness of all the denotational semantics of the untyped lambda
calculus which have been proposed so far. Most of the semantics which involve
monotonicity with respect to some partial order fail to induce the lambda theory
axiomatized by the equation ˜xx D ˜, where ˜ is the usual ‚-term which
represents looping. The general technique used here for proving that a class C
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of models is incomplete is the following:
(1) Find a property P satisfied by all models in C.
(2) Find a lambda theory which is only induced by models not satisfying P .
We apply this technique to show the incompleteness of any lambda calculus
semantics given in terms of partially ordered models with a bottom element. In
particular we thus get the incompleteness of the (whole of) Bucciarelli–Ehrhard
strongly stable semantics, which had been conjectured by Bastonero and Gouy
[1999] and by Berline [2000], and, which was previously known only for the
hypercoherence subsetting [Bastonero 1998].
The problem of the incompleteness of the semantics of lambda calculus is
also related to the open problem of the order-incompleteness of lambda theories
[Selinger 1996]: does there exist a lambda theory which is not induced by any
nontrivially partially ordered model? Such a problem can be also characterized
in terms of connected components (D minimal upward and downward closed
sets) of a partial ordering: a lambda theory T is order-incomplete if, and only
if, any partially ordered model inducing T has an infinite number of connected
components, each one containing exactly one element of the model. Toward
an answer to the order-incompleteness problem, in this article we show the
existence of a lambda theory which is only induced by partially ordered models
with an infinite number of connected components, each one containing at most
one ‚-term denotation.
Further results of the article are two topological theorems. In the first one, we
show the incompleteness of any semantics given in terms of topological models
whose topology satisfies a suitable property of connectedness. In the second one,
a proof is given of the completeness of the semantics of lambda calculus given
in terms of topological models whose topology is nontrivial and metrizable.
1.1 Outline of the Article
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the basic definitions
of the lambda calculus and summarize definitions and results concerning topo-
logy that will be needed in the subsequent part of the article. In particular, we
recall the formal definition of a model of lambda calculus, and the topological
notions of connectedness and separation.
A short and simple proof of incompleteness for the class of partially or-
dered models with a bottom element is presented in Section 3, while the order-
incompleteness problem is discussed in Section 4, where we prove the incom-
pleteness of the class of partially ordered models with finitely many connected
components.
The property of closed-open-connectedness is introduced in Section 5, where
a strong property of separation orthogonal to closed-open-connectedness is
proven for suitable topological algebras. This result is used to obtain the topo-
logical incompleteness theorem.
In Section 6, we show that the semantics of lambda calculus given in terms
of non-trivial metric spaces is complete.
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Some open problems related to the incompleteness problem of the untyped
lambda calculus are discussed in Section 7, while the last two sections of the
article are devoted to related work and conclusions.
2. PRELIMINARIES
To keep this article self-contained, we summarize some definitions and results
that we need in the subsequent part of the article. With regard to the lambda
calculus we follow the notation and terminology of Barendregt [1984]. The main
references for topological algebras are Taylor [1977], Bentz [1999], and Coleman
[1996, 1997].
2.1 Topology
A topological space (A, ¿ ) (we will occasionally avoid explicit mention of ¿ ) is
nontrivial if there are nonempty, proper subsets X and Y of A such that X is
open while Y is not. If A is a topological space, then the closure of a subset
U of A will be denoted by U . Recall that a 2 U if U \ V 6D ; for every open
neighborhood V of a. As a matter of notation, we write b for the closure of set fbg.
For any space (A, ¿ ) a preorder can be defined by
a •¿ b iff a 2 b iff 8U 2 ¿ (a 2 U ) b 2 U ):
In other words, a •¿ b if every neighborhood of a is also a neighborhood of b.
We have
¿ is T0 iff •¿ is a partial order.
For any T0-space A, the partial order •¿ is called the specialization order of ¿ .
Note that any continuous map between T0-spaces is necessarily monotone and
that the order is discrete (i.e., it satisfies a •¿ b iff a D b) iff A is a T1-space.
A space A is
—T2 (or Hausdorff) if, for all distinct a, b 2 A, there exist open sets U and V
with a 2 U , b 2 V and U \ V D ;.
—T21=2 (or completely Hausdorff) if, for all distinct a, b 2 A, there exist open
sets U and V with a 2 U , b 2 V and U \ V D ;.
—T3 (or regular) if it is T1 and, for every closed set B µ A and every a =2 B,
there exist open sets U and V with a 2 U , B µ V and U \ V D ;.
The previous axioms of separation can be relativized to pairs of elements.
For example, a and b are T21=2 -separable, if there exist open sets U and V with
a 2 U , b 2 V and U \ V D ;. T2-, T1-, T0-separability are similarly defined.
A clopen set is a subset of a space that is both open and closed. A space A is
connected if A and ; are the unique clopen sets of the space A. The connected
component of an element a of a space A is the greatest connected subset of A
including a. The connected components define a partition of the space A.
A topological algebra is a pair (A, ¿ ) where A is an algebra and ¿ is a topology
on the underlying set A with the property that each basic operation of A is
continuous with respect to ¿ .
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2.2 Partial Orderings
Let (A,•) be a partially ordered set (poset). Two elements a and b of A are:
(1) comparable if either a • b or b • a; (2) upward compatible if they have
an upper bound, i.e., there exists z such that a • z and b • z; (3) downward
compatible if they have a lower bound. A set B µ A is upward direct (downward
direct) if, for all a, b 2 B, a and b are upward (downward) compatible.
A set B µ A is an upward (downward) closed set if b 2 B and b • a (a • b)
imply a 2 B. We use the notations B" (B#, respectively) for the least upward
(downward) closed set containing a subset B of A. We write a" (a#, respectively)
for fag" (fag#).
The inequality graph of a poset (A,•) has the elements of A as nodes, while
an edge connects two distinct nodes a and b if either a < b or b < a. Two nodes
are in the same connected component if they are either not distinct or joined
by a path. The equivalence classes of the relation “to be in the same connected
component” define the partition of the inequality graph into connected compo-
nents. A connected component can be also characterized as a minimal subset of
A which is both upward closed and downward closed.
Given a poset (A,•), we can find many T0-topologies ¿ on A for which• is the
specialization ordering of ¿ (see Johnstone [1982, Sect. II.1.8]). The maximal
one with this property is the Alexandroff topology, which is constituted by the
collection of all upward closed sets of A, that is,
U is an Alexandroff open iff U D U".
Then a" is the least Alexandroff open set containing a 2 A. A subset U of A
is an Alexandroff closed set iff U D U#. A function is continuous with respect
to the Alexandroff topology if, and only if, it is monotone. Every Alexandroff
space is T0, but not T1, unless the order is the equality (if x < y , then every
Alexandroff open set including x includes y too). Properties of the inequality
graph of a poset can be expressed as topological properties of the Alexandroff
topology. For example, the inequality graph of a poset is connected if, and only
if, the Alexandroff topology is connected.
A partially ordered algebra, a po-algebra for short, is a pair (A,•) where A
is an algebra and • is a partial order on A which makes the basic operations
of A monotone. Every po-algebra is a topological algebra with respect to the
Alexandroff topology.
Every T0-topological algebra (A, ¿ ) is also a po-algebra relatively to the
specialization order •¿ .
2.3 The Untyped Lambda Calculus
The two primitive notions of the lambda calculus are application, the operation
of applying a function to an argument (expressed as juxtaposition of terms),
and lambda (functional) abstraction, the process of forming a function from the
“rule” that defines it. The set3 of ‚-terms of the lambda calculus over an infinite
set X of variables is constructed as usual: every variable x 2 X is a ‚-term; if
M and N are ‚-terms, then so are (M N ) and ‚x:M for each variable x.
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An occurrence of a variable x in a ‚-term is bound if it lies within the scope
of a lambda abstraction ‚x; otherwise it is free. A ‚-term without free variables
is said to be closed. 3o denotes the set of closed ‚-terms.
M [x :D N ] is the result of substituting a ‚-term N for all free occurrences
of x in M subject to the usual provisos about renaming bound variables in M
to avoid capture of free variables in N .
The axioms of the ‚fl-calculus are as follows: M and N are arbitrary ‚-terms
and x, y are variables.
(fi) ‚x:M D ‚y :M [x :D y], for any variable y that does not occur free in M ;
(fl) (‚x:M )N D M [x :D N ];
The rules for deriving equations from instances of (fi) and (fl) are the usual ones
from equational calculus asserting that equality is a congruence for application
and abstraction.
Lambda theories are equational extensions of the lambda calculus that are
closed under derivation. If T is a set of equations, then the formal system
‚ C T is obtained by adding to fi- and fl-conversion and to the equality rules
the equations in T as new axioms. If T is a set of equations, T C is the set of
equations provable in ‚ C T . T is a lambda theory if T C D T . As a matter
of notation, T ‘ M D N stands for ‚ C T ‘ M D N ; this is also written as
M DT N . A lambda theory T is consistent if there exists at least an equation
M D N such that T 6‘ M D N .
‚fl is the minimal lambda theory. ‚fl· is the lambda theory generated by the
axiom scheme of ·-conversion:
‚x:Mx D M (x not free in M ):
‚fl· is the minimal extensional lambda theory, since it can be also generated by
adding to fi- and fl-conversion and to the equality rules the following derivation
rule of extensionality:
Mx D Nx ) M D N (x not free in MN ):
A closed ‚-term M is solvable if, for every P 2 3, there exist an integer n and
N1, : : : , Nn 2 3 such that MN1 : : :Nn D‚fl P . M 2 3 is solvable if ‚x1 : : : xn:M
is solvable, where x1, : : : , xn are all the variables occurring free in M . M 2 3
is unsolvable if it is not solvable. Solvable ‚-terms can be also characterized as
follows: a ‚-term M is solvable if, and only if, it has a head normal form, that
is, M D‚fl ‚x1 ¢ ¢ ¢ xn: y M1 ¢ ¢ ¢Mk for some n, k ‚ 0 and ‚-terms M1, : : : , Mk .
A lambda theory T is called semisensible [Barendregt 1984, Def. 4.1.7(iii)] if
T 6‘ M D N whenever M is solvable and N is unsolvable. Every semisensible
lambda theory is consistent.
Lambda theories may be defined according to syntactical considerations as
well as to semantic ones. A lambda theory may be the equational theory of a
model of the lambda calculus (see Section 2.5 below), or it may correspond to
a possible observational semantics of the lambda calculus. In the second case,
consider a subset Q of 3. If M 2 3, then we write M 2‚fl Q if there exists P
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such that M D‚fl P and P 2 Q. Define
M …Q N iff, for every context C[ ], C[M ] 2‚fl Q , C[N ] 2‚fl Q:
Then, the set Th(Q), defined by
Th(Q) D fM D N : M , N 2 3 and M …Q N g,
is a lambda theory, called the contextual lambda theory which arises from
set Q.
2.4 Combinatory Algebras
Combinatory logic is a formalism for writing expressions which denote func-
tions. Combinators are designed to perform the same tasks as ‚-terms, but
without using bound variables. Scho¨nfinkel [1924] and Curry [1930] discov-
ered that a formal system of combinators, having the same expressive power of
the lambda calculus, can be based on only two primitive combinators.
We begin with the definition of a basic notion in combinatory logic and lambda
calculus. An algebra C D (C, ¢, k, s), where ¢ is a binary operation and k, s are
constants, is called a combinatory algebra (see Curry and Feys [1958]) if it sat-
isfies the following identities (as usual the symbol ¢ is omitted, and association
is to the left):
kxy D x; sxyz D xz(yz):
k and s are called the basic combinators. In the equational language of combi-
natory algebras the derived combinators i and 1 are defined as follows: i :D skk
and 1 :D s(ki). Hence, every combinatory algebra satisfies the identities ix D x
and 1x y D x y .
A combinatory algebra C is degenerate if C is a singleton set.
A function f : C! C is representable in the combinatory algebra C if there
exists an element c 2 C such that cz D f (z) for all z 2 C. If this last condition
is satisfied, we say that c represents f in C.
Two elements c, d 2 C are called extensionally equal if they represent the
same function in C. For example, the elements c and 1c are extensionally equal
for every c 2 C. The combinator 1 will be used in the next section to select a
canonical representative inside the class of all elements d extensionally equal
to a given element c 2 C.
2.5 Lambda Models
Although lambda calculus has been the subject of research by logicians since
the early 1930s, its model theory developed only much later, following the pio-
neering model construction made by Dana Scott. The notion of an environment
model (the name is due to Meyer [1982]) is described by Meyer as “the natural,
most general formulation of what might be meant by mathematical models of
the untyped lambda calculus”. The drawback of environment models is that
they are higher-order structures. However, there exists an intrinsic charac-
terization (up to isomorphism) of environment models as an elementary class
of combinatory algebras called ‚-models [Barendregt 1984, Def. 5.2.7]. They
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were first axiomatized by Meyer [1982] and independently by Scott [1980]; the
axiomatization, while elegant, is not equational.
We now define the notion of a ‚-model. Let C be a combinatory algebra and
let c¯ be a new symbol for each c 2 C. Extend the language of the lambda calculus
by adjoining c¯ as a new constant symbol for each c 2 C. Let 3o(C) be the set
of closed ‚-terms with constants from C. The interpretation of terms in 3o(C)
with elements of C can be defined by induction as follows (for all M , N 2 3o(C)
and c 2 C):
jc¯jC D c; j(MN)jC D jM jCjN jC; j‚x:M jC D 1m,
where m 2 C is any element representing the following function f : C! C:
f (c) D jM [x :D c¯]jC, for all c 2 C. (1)
The drawback of the previous definition is that, if C is an arbitrary combinatory
algebra, it may happen that the function f is not representable. The axioms
of an elementary subclass of combinatory algebras, called ‚-models or models
of the lambda calculus, were expressly chosen to make coherent the previous
definition of interpretation (see Meyer [1982], Scott [1980], and Barendregt
[1984, Def. 5.2.7]).
The Meyer–Scott axiom is the most important axiom in the definition of a ‚-
model. In the first-order language of combinatory algebras, it takes the following
form
8x8 y(8z(xz D yz)) 1x D 1 y)
and it makes the combinator 1 an inner choice operator. Indeed, given any c,
the element 1c is in the same equivalence class as c with respect to extensional
equality; and, by Meyer–Scott axiom, 1c D 1d for every d extensionally equal
to c. Thus, the set Y D fc : cz D f (z) for all z 2 Cg of elements representing
the function f defined in (1) admits 1m as a canonical representative and this
does not depend on the choice of m 2 Y .
As a matter of notation, we write C jD M D N for jM jC D jN jC.
For every ‚-model C, the lambda theory generated by the set fM D N :
M , N 2 3o, C jD M D N g is called the equational theory of C and is denoted
by Th(C). We say that a lambda theory T is induced by a ‚-model C (or that C
induces T ) if T D Th(C).
The term modelMT of a lambda theory T (see Barendregt [1984, Def. 5.2.11])
consists of the set of the equivalence classes of ‚-terms modulo the lambda
theory T together with the operation of application on the equivalence classes.
By Corollary 5.2.13(ii) in Barendregt [1984],MT is a ‚-model that induces the
lambda theory T .
A partially ordered model, a po-model for short, is a pair (C,•), where C is a
‚-model and • is a partial order on C which makes the application operator of
C monotone. In particular, a po-model is a po-algebra relatively to the language
of combinatory algebras. A po-model (C,•) is nontrivial if the partial order •
is not discrete (i.e., a < b for some a, b 2 C).
A topological model of the lambda calculus is a topological algebra (C, ¿ ),
where C is a ‚-model.
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3. PARTIALLY ORDERED MODELS WITH A BOTTOM ELEMENT
As already mentioned, there are computational motivations for taking ordered
structures with a bottom element as models of the lambda calculus. The ques-
tion now arises whether every lambda theory is induced by a po-model with
a bottom element. In this section, we negatively answer to this question: we
exhibit a lambda theory that does not arise from such a kind of models.
Consider the lambda theory 5 axiomatized by
˜xx D ˜,
where ˜ · (‚x:xx)(‚x:xx). 5 is semisensible (˜ and ˜xx are both unsolvable)
and then consistent.
The following lemma will be repeatedly used in the remaining part of this
article.
LEMMA 3.1. Let M and N be arbitrary ‚-terms. Then we have
5 ‘ M D N , 5 ‘ ˜MN D ˜:
PROOF. Let !5 be the compatible closure of the binary relation R on 3
defined as follows:
R D f(˜MN,˜) : M , N 2 3, 5 ‘ M D N g:
Let !fl5 be the reduction rule !fl [ !5. Recall that !⁄fl is the reflexive,
transitive closure of fl-reduction!fl .
We divide the proof into two claims.
Claim 3.2. The relation!fl5 is Church–Rosser.
It is sufficient to verify that (a) the reflexive, transitive closure !⁄5 of !5
satisfies the diamond property (see Barendregt [1984, Lemma 3.2.2]); (b) the re-
lations!⁄fl and!⁄5 commute (see Barendregt [1984, Def. 3.3.4]). The conclusion
follows from the Hindley–Rosen Lemma (see Barendregt [1984, Prop. 3.3.5]).
Claim 3.3. 5 is the lambda theory generated by conversion»Dfl5 from!fl5,
that is,
5 ‘ M D N iff M »Dfl5 N :
If ˜MN !5 ˜ then we have that 5 ‘ M D N by definition of !5, so that
5 ‘ ˜MN D ˜ follows from 5 ‘ ˜xx D ˜. Then it is obvious that M »Dfl5 N
implies 5 ‘ M D N . For the opposite direction, it is sufficient to consider that
˜xx !5 ˜ for the unique axiom ˜xx D ˜ of 5.
We now conclude the proof of the lemma. If 5 ‘ ˜MN D ˜, then ˜MN »Dfl5
˜, so that, by Claim 3.2, there is a reduction ˜MN !⁄fl5 ˜. This is possible
only if ˜MN is a 5-redex, that is, if 5 ‘ M D N .
We formally define the concepts of equational completeness/incompleteness
of a class of ‚-models.
Definition 3.4. A class Q of ‚-models is called (equationally) complete if
every lambda theory is induced by some ‚-model of Q. If this is not the case, Q
is called incomplete.
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The author is indebted to Gordon Plotkin for providing the short and sim-
ple proof of Theorem 3.5 below. The original proof of the author was based on
topological methods (see Salibra [2001a, 2001b]).
THEOREM 3.5. Any semantics of lambda calculus given in terms of po-models
with a bottom element is incomplete.
PROOF. Assume, by the way of contradiction, that the lambda theory 5 is
induced by a po-model (C,•) with a bottom element ?. From 5 ‘ ˜xx D ˜, it
follows that:
C jD ˜xx D ˜: (2)
Let k · ‚xy:x and i · ‚y : y (it is indeed sufficient that k and i are two distinct
fl·-normal forms). By monotonicity and by (2), the following conditions hold
in C:
˜ki ‚ ˜?? D ˜,
and then
˜ D ˜˜˜ • ˜(˜ki)˜ • ˜(˜ki)(˜ki) D ˜:
So, we conclude:
˜(˜ki)˜ D ˜:
Then, by applying twice Lemma 3.1, we get first
˜ki D ˜,
and second
k D i:
This contradicts the consistency of the lambda theory 5.
The following corollary solves the open problem of the incompleteness of the
strongly stable semantics.
COROLLARY 3.6. The continuous, stable, and strongly stable semantics of
lambda calculus are incomplete.
We say that a semantics omits a lambda theory T if T is not induced by any
model in the semantics. In Salibra [2001a], the author has shown that continu-
ous, stable and strongly stable semantics omit a continuum of lambda theories.
In fact, by applying a well-known theorem by Visser (see Visser [1980] and
Barendregt [1984, Thm. 17.1.10]), it is possible to get a continuum of distinct
lambda theories satisfying the conditions:
˜xx D ˜; ˜(˜ki)˜ 6D ˜:
From the proof of Theorem 3.5, it follows that any semantics given in terms of
po-models with a bottom element omits each of these lambda theories.
4. ORDER INCOMPLETENESS
In the previous section, we have given a negative answer to the question
whether every lambda theory arises as the theory of a po-model with a bot-
tom element. One may now relax this question by asking: does every lambda
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theory arise as the equational theory of a nontrivial po-model? The answer
to this difficult question is still unknown. Selinger [1996] gave a syntactical
characterization, in terms of the so-called generalized Mal’cev operators, of the
order-incomplete lambda theories (i.e., the theories not induced by any nontriv-
ial po-model). A lambda theory T is order-incomplete if, and only if, there exist
a natural number n ‚ 1 and a sequence M1, : : : , Mn of closed ‚-terms such that
the following Mal’cev conditions are satisfied:
x DT M1xyy; Mixxy DT MiC1xyy; Mnxxy DT y (1 • i < n):
Plotkin and Simpson have shown that the above Mal’cev conditions are incon-
sistent with lambda calculus for n D 1, while Plotkin and Selinger obtained the
same result for n D 2 (see Selinger [1997]). It is an open problem whether n can
be greater than or equal to 3.
The problem of order-incompleteness can be also characterized as follows: a
lambda theory T is order-incomplete if, and only if, the inequality graph (see
Section 2.2) of any po-model inducing T has an infinite number of connected
components, each one containing exactly one element of the model. In this
section, we give a partial solution to the problem of order-incompleteness by
showing the following result: the inequality graph of any po-model inducing
the lambda theory5 (defined in Section 3) has an infinite number of connected
components, each one containing at most one ‚-term denotation. This result
implies the incompleteness of any semantics of lambda calculus given in terms
of po-models with a finite number of connected components.
We begin the technical part of this section by introducing the notion of a
semisubtractive algebra. These algebras satisfy a very weak form of subtrac-
tivity. We recall that the notion of subtractivity in Universal Algebra was in-
troduced by Ursini [1994]: an algebra is subtractive, if it satisfies the identities
s(x, x) D 0; s(x, 0) D x (3)
for some binary term s and constant 0. Subtractive algebras abound in classical
algebras and in algebraic logic since term s simulates part of subtraction. If
we interpret the binary operator “s” as subtraction “¡” and we use the infix
notation, then we can rewrite the above identities (3) as x¡x D 0 and x¡0 D x.
Definition 4.1. An algebra A is semisubtractive if there exist a binary term
s(x, y) and a constant 0 in the similarity type of A such that
s(x, x) D 0:
Example 4.2. Let C be a ‚-model inducing the lambda theory 5 defined in
Section 3. Define
0 · ˜; s(x, y) · ˜ xy:
From 5 ‘ ˜xx D ˜, it easily follows that C jD s(x, x) D 0. Then C is a semisub-
tractive algebra.
A semisubtractive algebra is trivial if s(x, y) D 0 for all x and y . Every
semisubtractive po-algebra, which has both a bottom element ? and a top
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element >, is trivial:
0 D s(?,?) • s(x, y) • s(>,>) D 0:
In the following, we always assume that a semisubtractive algebra is nontrivial.
As a matter of notation, ! denotes the first infinite ordinal, that is, the set of
natural numbers.
Definition 4.3. Let A be a semisubtractive algebra. The subtraction se-
quence (cn)n2! of a pair (a, b) 2 A2 is defined by induction as follows:
c1 D s(a, b); cnC1 D s(cn, 0): (4)
We say that (a, b) has order k 2 ! if ck 6D 0, while (a, b) has order ! if ck 6D 0 for
all k 2 !.
Notice that, if a pair (a, b) has order k, then a 6D b and (a, b) has order n for
all n • k. In fact, if cn D 0, then cnC1 D s(cn, 0) D s(0, 0) D 0, that is, if some
cn D 0, then all c j with j > n are 0.
If we interpret the binary operator “s” as subtraction “¡” and we use the infix
notation, then we can rewrite the elements of the sequence (cn) as follows:
c1 D a ¡ b; c2 D (a ¡ b)¡ 0; c3 D ((a ¡ b)¡ 0)¡ 0; and so on.
In the ring of integers, all elements of the sequence are equal and they are all
different from 0 if a and b are distinct.
Recall from Section 2.2 the definition of the inequality graph of a po-algebra.
LEMMA 4.4. If (A,•) is a semisubtractive po-algebra and a and b are joined
by an edge in the inequality graph of A, then s(a, b) D 0.
PROOF
a • b ) 0 D s(a, a) • s(a, b) • s(b, b) D 0,
and similarly for b • a.
LEMMA 4.5. Let (A,•) be a semisubtractive po-algebra. If a, b 2 A are joined
by a path of length k (in the inequality graph of A), then the pair (a, b) cannot
have order k.
PROOF. The proof is by induction on the length k of the path. If k D 1, the
conclusion follows from Lemma 4.4.
Assume now a and b to be connected by a path of length k C 1. Then, there
exists an element d such that a and d are connected by a path of length k, and
d , b are joined by an edge (without loss of generality, we may assume d < b). Let
(cn) be the subtraction sequence of (a, b) and (rn) be the subtraction sequence
of (a, d ). By the induction hypothesis, the pair (a, d ) does not have order k, so
that
rk D 0:
Since d < b, by an easy induction, we have that rn • cn for all n. Then, we get
0 D rk • ck ,
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that is, 0 and ck are equal or joined by an edge in the inequality graph of A. The
conclusion ckC1 · s(ck , 0) D 0 follows from Lemma 4.4.
COROLLARY 4.6. Let (A,•) be a semisubtractive po-algebra. If a pair (a, b) 2
A2 has order !, then a and b are in distinct connected components.
In the next theorem, we characterize the po-models inducing the lambda
theory 5 defined in Section 3. We start with a lemma.
LEMMA 4.7. Let M and N be arbitrary ‚-terms. Consider the sequence of
‚-terms defined by induction as follows:
c1 · ˜MN; cnC1 · ˜(cn)˜
(ci will become a subtraction sequence later). Then we have
5 6‘ M D N ) 5 6‘ cn D ˜ for all n.
PROOF. Trivial by induction on n, using Lemma 3.1.
THEOREM 4.8. Let (C,•) be a po-model of lambda calculus. If Th(C) D 5,
then the inequality graph of C has an infinite number of connected components.
Moreover, if 5 6‘ M D N, then the interpretations of M and N in C are in
distinct connected components.
PROOF. By Example 4.2, C is a semisubtractive algebra, so that by
Lemma 4.7 any pair (M , N ) of two non-5-equivalent closed ‚-terms has or-
der !. Then, by Corollary 4.6 M and N are in distinct connected components
of the inequality graph of C. Since 5 is consistent there are infinitely many
pairwise non-5-equivalent closed ‚-terms (for example, the non-fl·-equivalent
normal forms), and then infinite distinct connected components.
THEOREM 4.9 (Order Incompleteness Theorem). Any semantics of the un-
typed lambda calculus, given in terms of po-models that have only finitely many
connected components, is incomplete.
PROOF. By Theorem 4.8.
COROLLARY 4.10. Any semantics of lambda calculus given in terms of po-
models which are semilattices, lattices, complete partial orderings, or which
have a top or a bottom element, is incomplete.
5. TOPOLOGICAL INCOMPLETENESS
In this section, we show the incompleteness of any semantics of lambda calculus,
given in terms of topological models satisfying a suitable property of connected-
ness called closed-open-connectedness. The proof is based on a general theorem
of separation for topological algebras.
5.1 A Topological Theorem of Separation
We recall that separation axioms in topology stipulate the degree to which
distinct points may be separated by open sets or by closed neighbourhoods
of open sets. In Theorem 5.2 below, we prove that in every semisubtractive
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T0-topological algebra every pair of elements of order 3 is T21=2 -separable. We
were inspired with Bentz and Coleman for the idea of this theorem and for the
techniques used in its proof (see Bentz [1999] and Coleman [1996, 1997]).
THEOREM 5.1. If (A, ¿ ) is a semisubtractive T0-topological algebra, then every
pair (a, b) 2 A2 of order 2 is T2-separable.
PROOF. Let (cn) be the subtraction sequence of (a, b). Since A is a po-algebra
with respect to the specialization ordering •¿ of ¿ (see Section 2.2), then, from
the hypothesis c2 D s(c1, 0) 6D 0 and from Lemma 4.4, it follows that c1 and 0
are incomparable with respect to •¿ , that is, neither c1 •¿ 0 nor 0 •¿ c1. Then,
there exists an open neighborhood U of c1 such that 0 =2 U .
From s(a, b) D c1 2 U and from the continuity of s, it follows that there exist
two open neighborhoods V , W , of a and b respectively, such that s(V , W ) µ U .
If there is an element e 2 V \ W , then 0 D s(e, e) 2 U . This contradicts the
hypothesis on U . Hence, we have V \W D ;.
THEOREM 5.2. If (A, ¿ ) is a semisubtractive T0-topological algebra, then every
pair (a, b) 2 A2 of order 3 is T21=2 -separable.
PROOF. Let (cn) be the subtraction sequence of (a, b) and (dn) be the subtrac-
tion sequence of (c1, 0). It is obvious that we have dn D cnC1 for all n and, hence,
that (c1, 0) has order 2. By applying Theorem 5.1, we get an open neighborhood
V 0 of c1 and an open neighborhood W 0 of 0 such that V 0 \W 0 D ;.
Since s is continuous and s(a, b) D c1 2 V 0, there exist two other open sets V
and W containing a and b, respectively, such that s(V , W ) µ V 0. The sets V and
W will be the right sets for the conclusion of the theorem. Since s is continuous
the pre-image of V 0 under the map s is closed. From s(V , W ) µ V 0 µ V 0, the
pre-image of V 0, which is closed, contains V £W , so s(V , W ) µ V 0.
We now prove that V\W D ;. Assume, by the way of contradiction, that there
is e 2 V\W . Since s(V , W ) µ V 0, it follows that 0 D s(e, e) 2 V 0. But by definition
of closure of a set this is possible only if, for every open neighbourhood Z of 0,
we have that Z \V 0 6D ;. But this contradicts our initial choice of V 0 and W 0 as
two open neighborhoods of c1 and 0 respectively with empty intersection.
5.2 Closed-Open-Connectedness
Connectedness axioms in topology examine the structure of a topological space
in an orthogonal way with respect to separation axioms. They deny the existence
of certain subsets of a topological space with properties of separation. In this
section, we introduce a strong property of connectedness, called closed-open-
connectedness, which is orthogonal to the property of T21=2 -separability, and it
is satisfied by a topological space if there exist no T21=2 -separable elements.
Definition 5.3. We say that a space is closed-open-connected, co-connected
for short, if it has no disjoint closures of open sets. In other words, if, for all
open sets U and V , we have that V \U 6D ;.
We recall that a space with no disjoint open sets is called hyperconnected,
while a space with no disjoint closed sets is called ultraconnected (see Steen
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and Seebach [1978, Sect. 4]). Then, we have the following implications:
hyperconnectedness) co-connectedness) connectedness
and
ultraconnectedness) co-connectedness) connectedness.
Then closed-open-connectedness is a sort of meeting point between ultracon-
nectedness and hyperconnectedness.
The following proposition provides a wide class of topological spaces whose
topology is co-connected.
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let (X , ¿ ) be a T0-topological space, whose specialization
order •¿ satisfies the following property: every pair of nodes of the inequality
graph of (X ,•¿ ) is joined by a path of length less or equal to 3. Then (X , ¿ ) is
co-connected.
PROOF. Assume, by the way of contradiction, that there exist elements a, b 2
X and open sets U and V such that a 2 U , b 2 V and V \U D ;. Then a and b
are incomparable with respect to the specialization ordering; otherwise, either
a 2 V or b 2 U . By hypothesis, a and b are joined by a path of length less or
equal to 3. We have four possibilities.
(1) (9c) a < c > b. In this case, c 2 U \ V .
(2) (9c) a > c < b. Then, we have c 2 a µ U and c 2 b µ V .
(3) (9c, d ) a < c > d < b. Then, d 2 c µ U and d 2 b µ V .
(4) (9c, d ) a > c < d > b. Then, c 2 d µ V and c 2 a µ U .
All these possibilities contradict our assumption.
COROLLARY 5.5. Every T0-topological space (X , ¿ ), whose specialization or-
der either admits a bottom (top) element or makes X an upward (downward)
direct set, is co-connected.
In particular, complete partial orderings (including continuous, stable and
strongly stable models) with the Scott topology are co-connected.
We cannot improve Proposition 5.4. The following counter-example provides
a space, whose topology is not co-connected, and such that every pair of nodes of
the inequality graph associated with the specialization order •¿ is joined by a
path of length less or equal to 4. Let X D fa, b, c, d , eg be a set partially ordered
as follows: a > b < c > d < e. Then X is a topological space with respect to the
Alexandroff topology (see Section 2.2). X is not co-connected, since a"# D fa, bg
and e"# D fd , eg are disjoint closures of the open sets a" and e".
5.3 The Topological Incompleteness Theorem
As a consequence of the theorem of separation of Section 5.1, we show that the
topological models of the lambda theory5 are not co-connected. The topological
incompleteness theorem follows from this result.
Recall from Section 2.5 that a topological model of the lambda calculus is a
topological algebra (C, ¿ ), where C is a ‚-model.
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THEOREM 5.6. Let (C, ¿ ) be a T0-topological model of the lambda calculus. If
Th(C) D 5 then ¿ is not co-connected.
PROOF. We recall from Example 4.2 that C is a semisubtractive algebra.
Let k · ‚xy:x and i · ‚y.y (it is indeed sufficient that k and i are two dis-
tinct fl·-normal forms). Then the subtraction sequence of (k, i) has order ! by
Lemma 4.7, so that k and i are T21=2 -separable by Theorem 5.2.
We conclude this section with the topological incompleteness theorem.
THEOREM 5.7 (TOPOLOGICAL INCOMPLETENESS THEOREM). Any semantics of
the lambda calculus given in terms of co-connected T0-topological models is
incomplete.
PROOF. From Theorem 5.6.
We now analyse the relationships between the order incompleteness theorem
and the topological incompleteness theorem.
Recall from Section 2.1 that a topological model, whose topology is T0 but
not T1, has a non-trivial specialization order (a < b for some a, b). Then, from
Theorem 4.9 and from Theorem 5.7, it follows the incompleteness of any seman-
tics of lambda calculus given in terms of T0-topological models, whose topology
is either co-connected or admits a specialization order with a finite number of
connected components.
Partial orderings can be viewed as topological spaces with respect to the
Alexandroff topology (see Section 2.2). Then the order incompleteness theorem
can be also expressed as follows (see Salibra [2001b]): any semantics of lambda
calculus given in terms of Alexandroff topological models with a finite number
of connected components is incomplete.
All semantics we have shown incomplete in Corollary 4.10 are constituted
by po-models whose Alexandroff topology is co-connected (see Corollary 5.5).
Then, the incompleteness of continuous, stable and strongly stable semantics
also follows from the topological incompleteness theorem.
The following natural questions arise:
(Q1) Is there a po-model of lambda calculus whose Alexandroff topology is
connected but not co-connected?
(Q2) Is there a po-model of lambda calculus whose Alexandroff topology has a
finite number (greater than 1) of connected components?
(Q3) Is there a nontrivial co-connected T1-topological model of lambda calcu-
lus? In other words, is there a co-connected topological model of lambda
calculus, whose specialization order is the equality relation?
6. COMPLETENESS
In this section, we positively answer the following question: is there a class of
‚-models with a “reasonable” topology which is a complete semantics of lambda
calculus? In the main result of this section, we show that the semantics of
lambda calculus, given in terms of topological models whose topology is non-
trivial and metrizable, is complete. We conclude the section by discussing some
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negative results about the existence of topological models in categories of topo-
logical spaces.
If (A, d ) is a metric space, then ¿d is the topology on A defined by d . A
metrizable model of the untyped lambda calculus is a topological model whose
topology is non-trivial and metrizable.
THEOREM 6.1 (METRIC COMPLETENESS THEOREM). The semantics of the un-
typed lambda calculus given in terms of metrizable models is complete.
PROOF. Let T be an arbitrary consistent lambda theory. The term modelMT
of T defined in Section 2.5 is a ‚-model [Barendregt 1984, Corollary 5.2.13(ii)]
such that Th(MT ) D T . We show that it is possible to define onMT a metric d in
such a way that (MT , ¿d ) is a metrizable model. Consider the closed term model
MoT of T , that is the subalgebra of MT generated by the equivalence classes
of closed ‚-terms. Notice thatMoT is not in general a ‚-model (see Barendregt
[1984, Corollary 5.2.13(i)]).
Let X be the set of variables of lambda calculus. ThenMT is the free exten-
sion ofMoT by X in the variety of combinatory algebras (see, e.g., Pigozzi and
Salibra [1998, Sect. 3.3] and Salibra [2000, Sect. 4.2]), that is,MT satisfies the
following universal mapping property: for every homomorphism h : MoT ! A
fromMoT into a combinatory algebra A and every mapping g : X ! A there ex-
ists a unique homomorphism f :MT ! A of combinatory algebras extending
both h and g .
Since MT is a free algebra, then we can apply the following construction
due to S´wierczkowski [1964] (see also Taylor [1977, Thm. 2.1] and Coleman
[1997, Sect. 3]). Let (X , d0) be an arbitrary metric space whose universe X is
the set of variables of lambda calculus. By applying S´wierczkowski’s theorem,
it is possible to extend the metric d0 to a metric d on the free algebra MT
in such a way that the application operator is continuous with respect to ¿d
and d (x, y) D d0(x, y) for all x, y 2 X . The conclusion of the theorem follows
because (MT , ¿d ) is a metrizable model of T .
Are there other classes of topological models that are complete semantics
of the lambda calculus? In order to answer this question, it is necessary to
consider the properties of separation of the topological models of the lambda
theory 5 (see Theorem 5.6). We recall that many authors tried to find lambda
calculus models in Cartesian closed categories of topological spaces. Abramsky
(see Mislove [1998, Thm. 5.11]) and Plotkin (see Mislove [1998, Thm. 5.14]) have
shown respectively that there exists no nondegenerate model of the lambda
calculus in the category of posets and monotone mappings, and in the cat-
egory of complete ultrametric spaces and nonexpansive mappings. Hofmann
and Mislove [1995] have shown that the category of k-spaces and continuous
maps has no nondegenerate, compact T2-topological model. A k-space is a topo-
logical space in which a subset is open if and only if its intersection with each
compact subset of the space is open in the subspace. The following problem is
still open.
(Q4) (Hoffman–Mislove) Is there a lambda calculus model in the category of
k-spaces?
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Notice that every topological ‚-model, in which all the continuous selfmaps
of the model are representable (as in the category of k-spaces), must have a
connected topology because of the existence of fixed points. If a topology is not
connected, then there exists a clopen (open and closed) set U and two elements
a and b such that a 2 U and b =2 U . Then, the function f , defined by
f (x) D b if x 2 U ; f (x) D a if x =2 U,
is continuous without fixed points. The following natural question now arises:
(Q5) Is the semantics of lambda calculus, given in terms of connected topolog-
ical models, complete?
7. ORDERABILITY/UNORDERABILITY
In this section, we present some further results and discuss some open problems
related to the incompleteness problem of the untyped lambda calculus.
If every model of lambda calculus were nontrivially orderable, then the order-
incompleteness problem (discussed in Section 4) would admit a negative answer.
However, Selinger [1996] has recently shown that the term models M‚fl and
M‚fl· of the lambda theories ‚fl and ‚fl· are unorderable (i.e., they do not ad-
mit a nontrivial compatible partial order). As a consequence of the theorem of
separation in Section 5.1, we now show that the term modelM5 of the lambda
theory 5 is also unorderable.
Definition 7.1. An algebra A is strongly semisubtractive if it is semisub-
tractive and satisfies the following condition:
s(x, y) D 0 ) x D y : (5)
PROPOSITION 7.2. A strongly semisubtractive T0-topological algebra A is
unorderable.
PROOF. Assume, by the way of contradiction, that there exists a nontrivial
compatible partial order on A. Let a, b 2 A be distinct elements with a < b.
Then, from Lemma 4.4, it follows that s(a, b) D 0, which implies a D b by (5).
Contradiction.
COROLLARY 7.3. M5 is strongly semisubtractive, and hence unorderable.
PROOF. By Lemma 4.7 and by Proposition 7.2.
PROPOSITION 7.4. A strongly semisubtractive T0-topological algebra A is
T21=2 .
PROOF. From (5), it follows that every pair of distinct elements of A has
order !. Then, the conclusion follows from Theorem 5.2.
It is not possible to improve the conclusion of Proposition 7.4, as shown by
the following example suggested to the author by E. Jabara.
Example 7.5. Let R be the set of real numbers, A D f(x, y) j x, y 2 R, y ‚
0g be the upper halfplane of R2 and ¿0 be the usual Euclidean topology on A.
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For every (a, 0) 2 A and for every real number † > 0, define
Ka(†) D f(x, y) 2 A j (x ¡ a)2 C y2 < †, y > 0g [ f(a, 0)g:
If ¿ is the least topology on A containing all the elements of ¿0 and all Ka(†) (for
every a, † 2 R with † > 0), then it is possible to verify that (A, ¿ ) is a T21=2 -space
but not a T3-space. The binary operation ? on A, defined by
(x1, y1) ? (x2, y2) D (x1 ¡ x2, j y1 ¡ y2j C 1),
is continuous with respect to the topology ¿ , and it simulates part of the sub-
traction (with “0” represented by the pair (0, 1)):
(x1, y1) ? (x2, y2) D (0, 1) iff x1 D x2, y1 D y2:
Then (A, ?, ¿ ) is a strongly semisubtractive topological algebra whose topology
is not T3.
The classification of the ‚-models into orderable/unorderable models can be
refined as follows. For every model C, let T Ci (i D 0, 1, 2, 21=2) be the set of all
topologies ¿ on C which make (C, ¿ ) a Ti-topological model. It is obvious that,
in general, we have
T C0 ¶ T C1 ¶ T C2 ¶ T C21=2 :
We recall from Section 2.1 that a topology with a nontrivial specialization order
(we have a < b for some a, b) would be T0 yet not T1, so that
C is unorderable iff T C0 D T C1 .
We say that a lambda theory T is of (topological) type i (i D 0, 1, 2, 21=2) if
the term model of T satisfies TMT0 D TMTi . All lambda theories are of type
0; the lambda theory B, generated by equating two lambda terms if they have
the same Bo¨hm tree, is not of type 1 (see Barendregt [1984]). ‚fl and ‚fl· are
of type 1 by Selinger’s result, while 5 is of type 21=2 by Corollary 7.3 and by
Proposition 7.4. Then, some natural questions arise:
(Q6) Is ‚fl (‚fl·) of type 2?
(Q7) Is ‚fl (‚fl·) of type 21=2?
Selinger [1996, 1997] has shown that the problem of the order-
incompleteness is also related to the following question by Plotkin [1996]:
(Q8) Is there an absolutely unorderable combinatory algebra?
A combinatory algebra is absolutely unorderable if it cannot be embedded
in any nontrivially partially ordered combinatory algebra. In the last result of
this Section we give a partial positive answer to Plotkin’s question (see Lusin
and Salibra [2003] for a different approach to this problem).
We recall that a quasi-variety is a class of algebras axiomatized by quasi-
identities (i.e., equational implications with a finite number of equational
premises).
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Definition 7.6. Let V be a quasi-variety of algebras and let C 2 V. We say
that C is absolutely unorderable in V if, for every embedding C ,! D 2 V, D is
unorderable.
PROPOSITION 7.7. Let SD be the quasi-variety of combinatory algebras ax-
iomatized by ˜x y D ˜ , x D y. Then, the term model M5 of the lambda
theory 5 is absolutely unorderable in SD.
PROOF. M5 belongs to SD because of Corollary 7.3. Then, the conclu-
sion follows from Proposition 7.2 since all algebras in SD are strongly
semisubtractive.
8. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review the classic results of incompleteness for the con-
tinuous and stable semantics. The first incompleteness result was obtained
by Honsell and Ronchi della Rocca [1992] for the continuous semantics. They
extended to all continuous models arising from an inverse limit construction
an approximation theorem introduced by Hyland and Wadsworth to study the
Scott model D1 (see Barendregt [1984]). The general approximation theorem
was applied to prove that the lambda theory induced by the Park continuous
model P is included within the contextual lambda theory Th(3o) induced by the
set 3o of closed ‚-terms (see Section 2.3 for the definition of contextual lambda
theory). Then, the authors prove the incompleteness of the continuous seman-
tics by showing that, whenever the theory of a continuous model is included in
Th(3o), then it is strictly included in Th(3o). Namely, there exist two ‚-terms
X and Z such that
Th(3o) ‘ X D Z , (6)
while
Th(C) 6‘ X D Z (7)
for every continuous model C such that Th(C) µ Th(3o). The complexity of the
proof comes from the fact that (6) is established syntactically, while (7) is a
consequence of the existence of non-sequential functions within the set of all
Scott continuous functions.
Following a method similar to that of Honsell and Ronchi della Rocca [1992],
Gouy [1995] proved the incompleteness of the stable semantics. Other more
semantic proofs of incompleteness for the continuous, stable and hypercoher-
ence semantics (i.e., a subclass of the strongly stable semantics introduced by
Ehrhard [1993]) can be found in Bastonero [1998] and Bastonero and Gouy
[1999] and are briefly described in the following. The Park model P was first
defined in the framework of continuous semantics. It is a variant of the Scott
model D1, but with a very different equational theory. This model has a stable
analogue Ps (which was defined by Honsell and Ronchi della Rocca [1990]), and
a strongly stable analogue P f s (defined by Bastonero and Gouy [1999]). It is
possible to give a semantic proof of incompleteness for the continuous seman-
tics by using the Park stable model Ps. Bastonero and Gouy [1999] prove that
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the ‚-terms X and Z , considered by Honsell and Ronchi della Rocca [1992], are
distinct in all continuous models C satisfying the following conditions:
(i) C is extensional,
(ii) ˜˜ D ˜,
(iii) ‚x:˜(˜x) D ˜,
(iv) ˜ 6D ‚x:˜.
The Park stable model Ps satisfies the above conditions (i)–(iv) and equalizes
X and Z (see Bastonero and Gouy [1999, Thm. 4.1]). This proves that no con-
tinuous model has the theory of Ps.
The incompleteness of the stable semantics was proven by Bastonero and
Gouy in a similar way. They show that the same ‚-terms X and Z are distinct
in all stable models C satisfying the following conditions:
(a) C is extensional,
(b) ˜˜ D ˜,
(c) ˜(‚x:˜) 6D ˜.
The Park strongly stable model P f s satisfies the above three conditions (a)–(c)
and equalizes X and Z (see Bastonero and Gouy [1999, Thm. 5.1]). This proves
that no stable model has the theory of P f s.
The same technique was applied by Bastonero [1998] to prove the incomplete-
ness of the hypercoherence semantics. He shows that there exist two ‚-terms,
F and G, that are distinct in all hypercoherent models satisfying a suitable
set P of constraints. Then, by using the technique of forcing, Bastonero builds
a continuous model C that satisfies the constraints P and equalizes F and G.
This proves that no hypercoherent model has the theory of C.
9. CONCLUSION
In this article, we have introduced a new technique to prove in a uniform way
the incompleteness of all the denotational semantics of lambda calculus which
have been proposed so far, including the strongly stable one, whose incom-
pleteness had been conjectured by Bastonero and Gouy [1999] and by Berline
[2000]. We apply this technique to prove the incompleteness of any semantics
of lambda calculus given in terms of the following classes of models: (i) Par-
tially ordered models with a bottom element; (ii) Partially ordered models with
a finite number of connected components; (iii) Co-connected topological models.
Our incompleteness theorems remove the belief that complete partial orders
are intrinsic to models of the lambda calculus, and that the incompleteness of
the continuous semantics is only due to the richness of the structure of the Scott
continuous functions. Instead, the incompleteness is also due to the richness of
the structure of the lambda theories.
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